Valentín holds a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a specialization in Leadership Coaching Psychology at Capella University in Administration. He recently earned a Master of Science in Psychology with a minor in Business Administration. 

Valentin Aguilar, ’96

Valentin holds a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a minor in Business Administration. He is currently working for Caterpillar, a manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial gas turbines and diesel electric locomotives.

He promises to elevate TAMIU’s program.

Juan D. Plascencia, ’07

Juan earned a Master in Business Administration in International Business Administration. Six years later, he is pursuing a joint doctoral study in public policy and social science at the prestigious Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan (UM). After a nation wide search, TAMIU has

Andrea Beattie, ’11, ’12 Accepted to University of Michigan with $250,000 Educational Package

Andrea Beattie will begin a new life to follow a dream larger than she ever expected. She won the University of Michigan’s 2012-2013 search for the next Director of Athletics, making her the first woman to hold such a position at TAMIU in its 94-year history.

"If TAMIU didn’t empower me, I wouldn’t be here," she said. "Sometimes, I feel like my close friends, family and significant other could see my potential more than I could see it myself."

"It’s unreal, it really is," she said of her offer. "Sometimes, I feel like my close friends, family and significant other could see my potential more than I could see it myself."

To view Dustdevil Game Schedule, click here.

Imelda Chapa

Imelda holds a Bachelor of Arts in Biology with a Minor in History, and a Master of Science in Curriculum and Instruction with a Minor in Reading, both from TAMIU.

Alumna Imelda Chapa’02, ’06, the Science Department Head and an eighth grade teacher

If you wish to be removed from this group’s mailing list, click here. We want to hear from you! As Alumni, you are part of our legacy. The Office of Recruitment is expanding its outreach to several communities. TAMIU asks all alumni interested in representing the University in college visits to contact the Office of Recruitment at 956-381-3006. If your accomplishments or any other news you would like to share

Volunteer by Recruiting Students

To update your information, volunteer by Recruiting Students. To update your information, email for Life or transition your current email address to alumni@tamiu.edu

For Planetarium show times, please click here >>

To view Dustdevil News, Events, Images, Directory Access, Social Media, Maps, Faculty, Shop, anything for Student Success

If you wish to be removed from this group’s mailing list, click here. Volunteer by Recruiting Students

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! READLING: WHAT'S NEXT FOR OUR COMMUNITY CONTINUE IMPROVING YOUR COMMUNITY AND FUTURE GENERATIONS

Click to set up your personal life! Is your contact information up-to-date? www.alumni.tamiu.edu

To update your information, please click here.

For more information, please visit www.alumni.tamiu.edu

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Anytime for Student Success

Atmosphere Inside Chapel.

PGA Minority College Scholarship

TAMIU’sضار’s Golf team was the runner-up trophy for the PGA Minority College Scholarship.

"There was no team on earth as good as we are," said the PGA Playing Ability Test. "This year, since they graduated, they are eligible to enroll in the PGA Teaching program to

TAMIU Minority Golf Student-Athletes

The team also impressed the presenters at the Golf Industry Career expo since they

Three of the men signed up for and passed the PGA Playing Ability Test. This means that, once they graduate, they are eligible to enroll in the PGA Teaching program to

"Three of the men signed up for and passed the PGA Playing Ability Test. This means that, once they graduate, they are eligible to enroll in the PGA Teaching program to

"If TAMIU didn’t empower me, I wouldn’t be here," she said. "Sometimes, I feel like my close friends, family and significant other could see my potential more than I could see it myself."